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Today’s Outline

1. Climate models


2. Scenarios & 
Uncertainty


3. IPCC projections



Climate Models
Umbrella term 
Energy balance models


EMICs (Earth models of 
intermediate complexity)


General circulation models 
(GCMs)


Atmosphere-only (AGCM)


Ocean-only (OGCM)


Coupled atmosphere and 
ocean (AOGCM)


“State of the art”

Can’t play with real 
system


So encapsulate our 
knowledge in models


Two model philosophies


Climate models 
normally start from 
basic process equations


Then let computers 
calculate interactions

Physical basis of models
GCMs (and some EMICs) provide a numerical solution to 
complex equations


Navier-Stokes equations


fundamental description of viscous flow


found in early 1800s


Basis of any fluid dynamic simulation


Impossible to solve analytically in this context


First numerical weather prediction by Fry-Richardson


In spare time during WW1 duties by hand


Took 6 weeks to compute 6hrs ahead + time to gather input



Basis of models
State of atmosphere ocean given by five variables


velocity, v, in 3 directions; pressure & 
temperature


So need five equations:


conservation of momentum (Newton’s 2nd law 
in three dimensions)


conservation of mass


conservation of energy (1st law of 
thermodynamics)

Conservation of Momentum
Newton’s 2nd Law: F = ma 


D/Dt velocity = Coriolis + PGF + gravity + Fdrag 

Coriolis: due to rotation of earth (apparent force)


PGF: pressure gradient force. Tends to move air 
from high to low pressure


Fdrag: friction-like force (turbulent or surface drag)


Gravity: g = 9.8 m/s2, only in vertical direction 



Conservation of Mass
Net flow out of a box 
reduces the mass


Actually easier to think 
in density, ρ, than 
mass


D/Dt ρ + ρ∇.u = 0 

Divergence: ρ∇.u 

Conservation of Energy

Adding energy leads to either a change in 
temperature (heating) or volume (expansion)


δQ = cpdT - dp/ρ 

The ocean is incompressible, so ignore expansion  



Advection

I’ve shown all equations for a single parcel of fluid


However the fluid itself (reference frame) moves


Need to convert onto Earth grid - leading to advection

Discretisation

Need to divide 
equations into 
manageable chunks


Split world into 
discrete grid boxes


Solve for all variables 
at every location
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.2 A vertical column showing two examples of the parameterized physics of small-scale processes within a single
column in a GCM. (a) Moist convection. Clouds are shown schematically with convective updrafts (not to
horizontal scale; the fraction of the horizontal area of the grid cell that each cloud would occupy is about 0.0001).
The individual clouds are not calculated but the average of all the updrafts in the domain is parameterized as a
function of grid-scale averaged temperature and moisture. (b) Radiative transfer. The infrared emission (wiggly
arrows) from a single layer (dark shading) is shown affecting other layers and the surface, where absorption
occurs. Emission from the surface that is absorbed in the layer and emission from the layer and the uppermost
layer to space are also shown. Emission and absorption at every layer interact with all other layers.

Parameterisations
Include sub-grid scale 
processes


Assumes that small scale 
is related to resolved 
scale


Large source of 
uncertainty, but essential


Cloud microphysics 
control cloud behavior

Faster computers
Grid box size limited by 
computer power


Both have increased over 
past decades 


Also allows more complexity



A climate 
model in 

action
A U.S. model run at 

high resolution 
(top) in comparison 

to observations.  
!

The years don’t 
correspond, so 

neither should the 
weather

Plausible projections of future climate drivers

Several ways of devising scenarios

Scenarios

REPRESENTATIVE 
CONCENTRATION PATHWAYS 

(THIS IPCC)
Decide on radiative forcings


Then devise storylines and run 
climate models simultaneously

SRES STORYLINES  
(LAST IPCC)

Consider how world could develop


Think about the emissions that would result


Convert them into something fit for models



Model Evaluation
Complicated


Need to decide 
what’s important


How bad gives no 
knowledge?

VALIDATION AND ATTRIBUTION
RUN THE MODELS WITH AND WITHOUT ANTHROPOGENIC FORCINGS - LOOK WHICH FITS OBSERVATIONS BETTER



IPCC Forcing Scenarios

“SRES” used in previous reports


A1B is most commonly used


Similar to emissions

“RCP” used in this report


Spread more evenly


Four - to avoid people 
taking the middle one

GLOBAL MEAN TEMPERATURE CHANGES
SOLID IS MULTI-MODEL MEAN; SPREAD IS 5-95% RANGE OF MODELS (ASSUMING NORMAL DIST. AND INDEPENCE)
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Figure TS.15: Top left: Total global mean radiative forcing for the 4 RCP scenarios based on the MAGICC energy 
balance model. Note that the actual forcing simulated by the CMIP5 models differs slightly between models. Bottom 
left: Time series of global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies (relative to 1986–2005) from CMIP5 
concentration-driven experiments. Projections are shown for each RCP for the multimodel mean (solid lines) and ±1.64 
standard deviation (5–95%) across the distribution of individual models (shading). Those ranges are interpreted as 
“likely” changes at the end of the 21st century. Discontinuities at 2100 are due to different numbers of models 
performing the extension runs beyond the 21st century and have no physical meaning. Numbers in the same colours as 
the lines indicate the number of different models contributing to the different time periods. Maps: Multimodel ensemble 
average of annual mean surface air temperature change (compared to 1986–2005 base period) for 2016–2035 and 2081–
2100, for RCP2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5. Hatching indicates regions where the multi model mean signal is less than one 
standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi model mean signal is greater than 
two standard deviations of internal variability and where 90% of the models agree on the sign of change. The number of 
CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. {Box 12.1; Figures 12.4, 12.5, 12.11; Annex I} 
 

Surface 
Temperatures
Arctic and land warm 
faster


Minima in Southern 
Ocean and N. Atl.


Nowhere is exempt 
from warming on multi-
model mean


Dotted means outside 
natural variability

Summary for Policymakers
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Figure SPM.8 | Maps of CMIP5 multi-model mean results for the scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 in 2081–2100 of (a) annual mean surface temperature 
change, (b) average percent change in annual mean precipitation, (c) Northern Hemisphere September sea ice extent, and (d) change in ocean surface pH. 
Changes in panels (a), (b) and (d) are shown relative to 1986–2005. The number of CMIP5 models used to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated in 
the upper right corner of each panel. For panels (a) and (b), hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean is small compared to natural internal 
variability (i.e., less than one standard deviation of natural internal variability in 20-year means). Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean is 
large compared to natural internal variability (i.e., greater than two standard deviations of natural internal variability in 20-year means) and where at least 
90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). In panel (c), the lines are the modelled means for 1986−2005; the filled areas are for the end 
of the century. The CMIP5 multi-model mean is given in white colour, the projected mean sea ice extent of a subset of models (number of models given in 
brackets) that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979 to 2012 trend of the Arctic sea ice extent is given in light blue colour. For 
further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {Figures 6.28, 12.11, 12.22, and 12.29; Figures TS.15, TS.16, TS.17, and TS.20}
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Ensemble mean pattern for two scenarios (32 and 39 models respectively)


Stippling indicates robust (90% of the models have same sign) and large 
(greater than 2 standard deviations of interannual variability)


Hatching indicates small (less than 1 standard deviation of internal 
variability) – is partly associated with lack of consistent sign across models

Precipitation Changes
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Figure 12.22: Multi-model CMIP5 average percentage change in seasonal mean precipitation relative to the reference 
period 1985–2005 averaged over the periods 2045–2065, 2081–2100 and 2181–2200 under the RCP8.5 forcing 
scenario. Hatching indicates regions where the multi model mean is less than one standard deviation of internal 
variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi model mean is greater than two standard deviations of internal 
variability and where 90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1).  
  

Seasonal 
Variations
Seasonal cycle of RCP 8.5 
ensemble mean changes


Some regions will have 
different precipitation 
responses in summer and 
winter


UK is an example 
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Figure 12.22: Multi-model CMIP5 average percentage change in seasonal mean precipitation relative to the reference 
period 1985–2005 averaged over the periods 2045–2065, 2081–2100 and 2181–2200 under the RCP8.5 forcing 
scenario. Hatching indicates regions where the multi model mean is less than one standard deviation of internal 
variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi model mean is greater than two standard deviations of internal 
variability and where 90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1).  
  

CHANGES IN EXTREME RAINFALL
WETTEST 5-DAYS IN EACH YEAR GETS AT LEAST 5% WETTER, BUT ALSO MORE DRY DAYS IN SOME REGIONS
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FAQ 12.2, Figure 1: Schematic diagram of projected changes in major components of the water cycle. The blue arrows 
indicate major types of water movement changes through the Earth’s climate system: poleward water transport by 
extratropical winds, evaporation from the surface and runoff from the land to the oceans. The shaded regions denote 
areas more likely to become drier or wetter. Yellow arrows indicate an important atmospheric circulation change by the 
Hadley circulation, whose upward motion promotes tropical rainfall, while suppressing subtropical rainfall. Model 
projections indicate that the Hadley circulation will shift its downward branch poleward in both the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres, with associated drying. Wetter conditions are projected at high latitudes, because a warmer 
atmosphere will allow greater precipitation, with greater movement of water into these regions. 
  

Schematic

“Wet gets wetter”


Hadley Cell expands


Can think of changes 
as being linked to 
warming

Cryosphere

Ice free Arctic in Sept 
stronger scenarios


Strong permafrost 
reductions


Release of methane 
trapped in permafrost?



Comes from three major 
places


Initial conditions (what is 
today’s climate?)


Climate models (how good 
are they?)


Scenario (what will we do?)


Regional structure less certain 
and models more important

Uncertainty in 
Projections

UK Probabilistic 
Forecasts

Changes in rainfall 
under medium 
emissions for 2080


Uses parameter 
uncertainty and 
regional downscaling 
to give probabilities for 
UK



“Hiatus”
Globe not warmed as 
much in past 15 years 


Net energy imbalance


Probably natural


Heat partly being stored 
in ocean


More La Niñas compared 
to El Niños recently

Summary
Climate models


Solving fluid dynamic equations on grid scale


parameterising important physics from finer 
scales


Hard to validate


Model projections


Warmer at poles & on land


Hydrological cycle intensified


